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Rainy season has arrived—Hooray! The welcome sound of rain on the roof
makes us realize just how stressful Fire Season has become in California.
Perhaps now we can put away our emergency evacuation grab-and-go bags.
We can settle into winter, hunkering down by the fireplace without
worrying if a single runaway ember might burn down a large chunk of the
state.
Given the way 2020 has gone thus far, you
may have forgotten to mark your calendar for November 18 -- National
Zinfandel Day, which is celebrated on the third Wednesday in November
each year. Who declares these special holidays? If anyone out there knows,
please tell us and we’ll share with our readers and Zin fans. National
Zinfandel Day is an international phenom, even though California grows
ninety percent of the world’s Zinfandel. It’s a day to pay homage to that
rustic, fruit-forward, friendly wine varietal that brings us joy year-round. If
you decide to invite a friend or two over to enjoy a glass or bottle,
remember to practice your social “zinstancing !”
Mara practicing social zinstancing with a half-ton of
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planned
to harvest our olives in mid-November this year, as
usual. But when we did a survey just before
Hallowe’en, we were surprised to discover that the
olives had already matured to the point where we like
to mill them—aprroximately 1/3 green, 1/3 black and
1/3 that rosy-brown in-between stage. We had to
scramble to get everything in place to pick on
November 1, instead of a couple of weeks later. This
was particularly tricky, as we’d decided to use a new
harvesting approach this year. In the
past, we have used olive harvesting
buckets, which have a harness in
back to keep the half-moon shaped
Tarps under olive trees ready for “raking”.
bucket against the picker’s belly, so they
can use both hands to pull down olive branches and “milk” the fruit into the buckets.
This works well, and produces lovely undamaged olives, more or less free of “material
other than olives” (or MOO, as it’s called in the business). But it’s slow, tedious and
expensive.

This year, our aim was to harvest our lovely olives
more efficiently. So, we used the power of the
internet to find two huge 30 x 50 foot tarps and olive
rakes. We bought sturdy concrete foundation stakes,
rope, and handles of various lengths for the rakes.
We even had one handle that had a former life as a
swimming pool leaf skimmer pole, which can extend
to about 20 feet – the better to avoid ladders. We cut
the two tarps in half so that we had four 15 x 50 foot
lengths. The harvesters laid the lengths of tarp on
each side of the trees, held the downhill edges up
with the stakes and rope (so the olives wouldn’t roll
off), and raked the fruit off the trees onto the tarps.
Once the olives had been raked from the trees, the
harvesters gathered up the tarps and poured the olives into 5 gallon buckets. The main drawback to this
method is that you wind up with more MOO in the olives than from hand picking.
Our genious handyman Joe built us a box about 3 x 4 feet and 6 inches deep, raised on one end, with a
shute at the other end. One of the workers would pick up a 5 gallon bucket, hoist it onto his shoulder, and
pour slowly into the box, while Deborah aimed at the raining olives with our leaf blower, thus removing
MOO before the olives hit the sorting box. We then opened the shute door and filled bins with the
relatively clean olives. Worked like a charm and no ladders needed!
We wound up with just over a ton of olives after a
day of picking – about half of last year’s yield, but
olives are notoriously biennual with regard to the
amount of production. We were lucky, as some
growers in our area had no olive crop this year.
The next day, we drove to Il Fiorello in Fairfield,
where we dropped off our fruit for same-day milling.
They graciously stored our trailer and bins, so we
could go spend the night in San Francisco, make
some wine deliveries, and return next day to pick up
our newly milled oil—35 gallons packed into food
grade plastic barrels.
The new oil is feisty, as usual. Perhaps even a tad
more zesty than last year’s. Some people adore this “Olio Nuovo” as the Italians call freshly-milled olive
oil, which is cloudy, vibrant green, pungent and peppery. It’s a sassy green goddess. After a month or two,
this rambunctious oil settles down into a clearer green-gold oil that will last well for up to two years.
If you want some Olio Nuovo to experience for yourself, let us know. We will have it available until yearend. If you want to pick up wine or oil in San Francisco, please let us know very soon. We don’t want any
disappointed customers or empty Christmas stockings, especially this year!
Cheers,

Mara & Deborah

